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Dear Customer,
P.A.P. Heating Solutions Pty Ltd was formed in the Snowy Mountains region of
Australia in 1988 by qualified electricians with many years experience in the floor
heating and frost protection industry.
We are the designers, importers and distributors of quality infloor heating and frost
and snow protection cables and control components for the Australian domestic,
commercial and industrial heating markets.
We use superior quality Elektra components to create heating systems for beautiful
homes all over Australia. Our customers come back to see us when they are
extending, renovating or building their next home. Once you’ve lived with infloor
heating, nothing else ever comes close.
Our technicians’ expertise in designing snow and frost protection heating systems for
alpine regions and the top ski resorts in the country is second to none. We provide
a full installation service, but also design, supply and advise other installers and
electrical contractors who use our range of heating products.
P.A.P. Heating Solutions’ ELEKTRA Heating Cable range has applications for all
projects requiring heating systems. We use only quality electronic thermostats
which provide energy efficiency and simple controllability. OJ High Efficiency
Thermostats and HA308 Programmable/Non Programmable Thermostats are
manufactured to our own exacting specifications and all our products meet or
exceed Australian and International standards (AS/NZ3000/2007)
P.A.P. Heating Solutions provides advisory services to architects, builders,
electricians and home owners through Head Office in Canberra and through a
national network of agents in Melbourne, Launceston, Adelaide and Sydney.
P.A.P. Heating Solutions P/L assures you of the highest level of component quality
and customer service at all times. Please call our stockists or agents to discuss your
requirements for domestic, commercial or industrial heating.
For more information: www.papheatingsolutions.com.au
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NATIONAL STOCKISTS & ADVISORY OFFICES

HEAD OFFICE:

VICTORIAN OFFICE:

P.A.P. Heating Solutions P/L
23 Winchcombe Crt
Mitchell A.C.T. 2911
Ph (02) 6242 9310
Fax (02) 6242 9398
info@papheatingsolutions.com.au
www.papheatingsolutions.com.au

P.O. Box 42
Creswick VIC 3363
Ph: (03) 5345 7357
Fax (03) 5345 7073
Mob: 0434 0711 85
julie@papheatingsolutions.com.au

VICTORIAN STOCKISTS:
Thermal Products
178-180 Holt Pde
Thomastown VIC 3074
Ph: (03) 9464 0822
Fax: (03) 9464 0630
paul@thermalproducts.com.au
www.thermalproducts.com.au

SYDNEY
Electric Heating Services
P.O. Box 207
Hornsby NSW 1630
Ph: (02) 9457 9537
Fax: (02) 9457 9531
warren@electricheatingservices.com.au

TASMANIA
W.P. Martin
85 Elizabeth St
Launceston TAS 7250
Ph: (03) 6331 5545
Fax: (03) 6331 4256
mwaller@wpmartin.com.au
www.wpmartin.com.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA:
J.G.Thomas
5 Durham Rd
Bayswater W.A. 6053
Ph (08) 9272 7122
Fax (08) 9272 7641
sales@jgthomas.com.au
www.jgthomas.com.au

P.A.P. Heating Solutions products are available through all major electrical wholesalers
throughout Australia. Call us for your nearest wholesaler or stockist.
ELEKTRA heating cables carry a 10 year warranty.
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Comfort and the Human Body
A warm floor creates warm air convection which provides healthy unobtrusive heating to homes
and commercial premises. Our bodies feel comfortable because we are able to maintain a normal
internal temperature of around 37°C as floor heating prevents greater heat loss during cold
weather.
When the weather gets colder, our body reduces blood circulation to outer limbs in order to
conserve heat; to the feet and hands in particular. Many authorities, including the CSIRO, have
documented the physiological link between foot comfort and body comfort. If our feet are warm,
we can actually feel warm at a lower heating temperature. At an air temperature of around 18 C,
the floor warmth ensures we have warm feet and hence we feel comfortable without having to
experience the drying effects of fan forced heating.
In most fan-forced and gas heaters, air is passed over very hot surfaces for reheating and dust
particles are burnt (carbonised). These are often the cause of throat irritations and unpleasant
eye and skin dryness and nasal stuffiness. Floor heating cables are evenly embedded within the
floor and warmth is distributed wall to wall. This means there are no cold areas in the room or
blasts of warm air. Floor heating is ideal for children, as there are no hot surfaces, ducts or vents.
Floor surfaces that are normally cold to the touch, such as polished concrete, slate or tiles,
become a pleasant source of warmth with floor heating.
The temperature control of electric floor heating is generally superior to other systems. The
heating capacities are tailored to the needs of each room or zone with separate thermostat
controls. Most alternative systems employ a single thermostat for the complete system and
employ valves or flaps, to provide zone control making for a less efficient system.
Thermostats may be wall mounted or remotely located. They are also compatible with home
automation systems.
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What is electric in-slab floor heating?
Electric in-slab heating uses electric cables embedded in a concrete slab floor to provide home
heating. The slab stores the heat at night, and releases it to provide continuous warmth to the
home during the day. Using low tariff time-of-use or off-peak electricity ensures in-slab heating is
an economical way of heating a well insulated home.
No other heating system provides the all-round benefits of in-slab heating: low cost installation,
versatility and low maintenance, silent and allergy-free operation, safety and reasonable running
costs, plus the total freedom of decor and furniture layout.
In-slab heating is zoned with
individual zones having separate electronic thermostats – either floor or air sensing. This allows
home owners to adjust temperatures to suit room usage – the lower the operational temperature,
the greater the savings.
These days there is no such thing as cheap energy. Heating a home with gas, electricity or
heating fuel can be costly. It’s all about getting better value for your heating dollar by using the
most efficient, quality sustainable products.
We recommend shopping around for floor heating systems. The final choice of system is likely to
be determined by project design, site location or customer budget or all three. P.A.P. Heating
Solutions provides product specification and technical advice for architects, builders, heating
engineers and electricians.
In-slab heating is not limited to residential projects. Commercial premises such as restaurants
and cafes utilise the thermal mass within a polished concrete or slate tiled floor to provide heating
and quick floor drying. Day spas, health retreats and ski resorts rely on in slab heating to create
ambience and a sense of personal luxury for clients and overnight guests. In slab heating is used
in manufacturing industries where constant temperature or damp reduction is required.
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Advantages of In Floor (In-Slab) Heating
New homes in Australia must have good thermal properties in order to achieve mandatory star
ratings set by regulatory authorities. These ratings are more easily achieved by construction on a
concrete slab and installation of home insulation. Using the thermal mass of a concrete slab as an
efficient heat storage bank becomes more attractive for new home owners.
No modification of the concrete slab is necessary with electric in slab systems, whereas most
hydronic slab systems will require an increase in slab height due to water tube diameter.
All of the heating installation is invisible.
Investment outlay for electric in floor heating is often lower than that for similar forms of floor
heating eg: in-slab hydronic systems.
In slab heating efficiency is close to 100%. All energy is used to generate heat. No losses
due to fuel burning, heating medium transmission or boiler design.
The system takes advantage of time-of-use electricity or off peak tariffs.
operate only during lowest tariff times or where off-peak rates apply.

Can be set to

Especially recommended for people suffering allergies or respiratory complaints such as
asthma, caused by moving air or dust particles.
Furniture placement is unrestricted.
No moving air or draughts, enabling rooms to be adequately heated at slightly lower
temperatures.
Even heat distribution throughout a room, no hot or cold spots.
Room temperature is easily regulated due to individual zone control.
Quiet, clean and safe.
No maintenance.
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Why electric?
In Australia, electricity is widely available and customers also have the option of generating their
own solar power to help keep energy costs down. Where supply is limited, it is now possible to
shed specific zone loads at a given time of day to allow effective use of slab heating alongside
other appliances.
Modern electric in slab heating is extremely reliable. Energy efficient electronic thermostats
provide accurate heating control to individual zones or rooms. In slab heating customers can look
forward to many years of hassle-free heating. There are no slab modifications required for
installation of electric in slab heating, whereas hydronic in slab heating often requires additional
slab height to take the diameter of the hot water tubes. Electric in slab heating does not require a
boiler and is easily installed in multi-storey constructions. ELEKTRA In Floor Heating cables carry
a ten year warranty.
Electric in slab heating requires no maintenance and can be run as a stand-alone system; may be
supplemented by other forms of heating and therefore run at lower temperatures; or simply used
to achieve a ‘warm floor effect’.
Recently Australian power companies introduced the concept of ‘smart metering’ which will
eventually allow all homeowners to keep track of their electricity consumption. Time of use
pricing will mean different electricity tariffs for power used at different times of the day, week or
year. It will reward customers who can move electricity usage to off-peak times with lower rates.
As smart meters will be able to measure power use at different times, they can enable this new
type of time of use pricing, similar to the way mobile phone usage is charged now.
Smart metering and time of use pricing should provide cost saving benefits for people with in slab
heating as they will be able to program heating times to take advantage of lower tariffs.
(http://www.new.dpi.vic.gov.au/energy/projects-research-and-development/smart-meters)
New home buyers/builders may consider installing hydronic in slab heating whereby hot water
tubes are installed in the slab and heated with a boiler. Hydronic in slab heating involves higher
initial investment than electric in slab heating. Effective individual zone temperature control is
also more difficult due to the absence of separate thermostats. Customers may also find that the
initial outlay is not outweighed by savings in running costs. Many parts of Australia still do not
have access to natural gas and the cost of domestic LPG makes it economically unviable for
central heating systems.
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What is in-screed floor heating?
In constructions where there is an existing concrete floor or a new floor of other material such as
timber, Hebel™ or chipboard, it is possible to achieve effective floor heating by the installation of
a heating cable within a cement-based screed.

In screed heating is also known as tile heating or on demand heating due to its use in wet areas
and ability to heat up quickly. Unlike in-slab heating, in screed heating does not require the thick
depth of a cement slab to store heat. However, a screed of 6-8mm under tiles or 15mm under
carpet provides even heat distribution and is necessary for mechanical protection for the cables.

In screed heating may be used alongside slab heating in new homes and is often used in

extensions or renovations where a new slab is not an option. Customers should be advised that
tariffs for in screed heating will be dependent upon time of day as it does not heat up overnight
like in slab heating. However, in screed heating may be more economical in certain situations
because it can be run for short periods and turned off when not required. Thermostats may be
programmed for different events eg: morning on/morning off and for week and weekend days.
They are also designed for manual operation and room temperature is constantly displayed.
A screed of 6-8mm is required for covering heating cable under tiles. This should be a cementbased floor levelling compound such as Davco Ultrabond™ Ardex™, Level Floor™, Plano3™ or
similar proprietary product. These are available from hardware stores, tile shops and concreter’s
warehouses. For covering heating cable under carpet, a minimum screed depth of 15mm is
required. This may be achieved with a sand and cement mix provided the mix dries to a hard
concrete finish without crumbling.
P.A.P. Heating Solutions are the Australian importers and distributors for ELEKTRA DM20 In
Screed Heating Cables and the ELEKTRA Heating Mat.

ELEKTRA DM20 In Screed Heating Cable

HA308N Programmable Thermostat

ELEKTRA In Screed Heating Mat
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ELEKTRA Twin Heating Cable Range
ELEKTRA VCD35 In-slab Heating Cable and DM20 Inscreed Heating Cable
ELEKTRA Twin Heating Cables are available in ready-made
sets in a comprehensive range of lengths. The convenient
‘twin’ design means installation is straight forward – you
simply start at the power source and work to the end of the
cable. This saves installation time and expense.
Both the VCD35 in slab heating cable and the DM20 in
screed heating cable come packaged on reels which allows
for a kink and twist-free roll out. ELEKTRA Twin Heating
Cables are quality assured to ISO 9002 and ISO 9001 and
comply with current wiring regulations: AS/NZS3000:2007

ELEKTRA VCD10 Twin frost protection heating cables are
designed to prevent freezing on cold storage room floors, or
anywhere that requires protection against freezing, icing or
snow capping. Example shown is typical of a driveway
ramp or path in alpine regions.

ELEKTRA Twin Heating Mat
The ELEKTRA Heating Mat is a twin cable on fibreglass matting with single
sided power supply and electronic thermostat control. Any flooring which
radiates heat easily – porcelain, slate, ceramic tiles, marble, low pile
carpet, may be used over the heating mat.
ELEKTRA Heating Mats may be used to heat the whole room, or used
simply to achieve a warm floor effect. Simple to install, the mat delivers
heat where and when required by setting a program or manual thermostat
operation.
Mats are .05m wide and come in lengths from 2m-16m. A thin covering
of floor leveller provides protection for the cable: 6-8mm under tiles,
minimum 15mm under carpet. ELEKTRA Heating Mats carry a 10 year
warranty.
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ELEKTRA VCD35 TWIN HEATING CABLE FOR IN SLAB HEATING
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ELEKTRA VCD35 TWIN HEATING CABLE FOR IN SLAB HEATING
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ELEKTRA VCD35 TWIN HEATING CABLE FOR IN SLAB HEATING
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ELEMENT SIZING
Calculation Guidelines
1. Establish Area of the Slab – Length (m) x Width (m) = Area m2 (Free areas only, not under walls or
construction joints and not under fixtures eg. Benches)*
2. Maximum Area Possible (Approximate for one cable)
1. Under Floor
2. Under Floor
Inscreed
In slab
Indoors
Indoors
(At 240 Volts)
27 m2
37m2

3. Snow Melting
Outdoors
37m2

Where necessary, divide area into smaller sections for element sizes
3. Establish Heat Demand (W/m2) – First establish purpose for heating cable:
a) ELEKTRA VCD35 Off Peak Twin Cable
Maximum 175W/m2 at 200 mm spacing (at 35w per lineal metre). Average 160 - 175 W/m2
Maximum Cable 6.580KW
b) ELEKTRA DM20 Inscreed Cable or ELEKTRA Inscreed Heating Mats
Maximum 180w/m²at 110mm spacing (at 20w per lineal metre). Average 160-180W/m²
Maximum Cable 4.980KW Maximum Heating Mat size 8m²
c) Agricultural and Soil Heating on Normal Design Values
Agricultural Installations
Animal Pens
100-200 W/m2

Soil Heating
Market Gardens
60-70W/m²

d) Snow Melting and Frost Protection
Snow Melting
Outdoors
175-300W/m2

Frost Protection
Freezer Rooms
10-20W/m2

*Heating cables MUST be installed in free areas and NEVER below cupboards, walls or
items that restrict the thermal transfer of heat from cables.
4. Calculate Centre Spacing for your Installation of Cable
Area load (W/m2) divided by lineal load (W/m) gives centre spacing in metres eg :ELEKTRA VCD35 OFF-PEAK

ELEKTRA DM20 INSCREED DIRECT ACTING

At 175 Watts per m2 and 35 Watts/m
175/35 = 5 runs per metre
= 200 mm centre spacing

At 180 Watts per m2 and 20 Watts/m
180/20 = 9 runs per metre
= 110 mm centre spacing
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Calculation of Element Sizes for In-Concrete Slab, Storage Heating

LIVING
3.8 X 4.4

DINING
3 X 3.5

WARDROBE
W.I.R.

ENSUITE

BEDROOM 1
4 X 3.7

BEDROOM 2
3 X 3.7

EXAMPLE OF DESIGN FOR IN-SLAB HEATING
DINING ROOM
Area 3m x 3.5m = 10.5m2
Multiplying factor of 5 X 10.5= 52.5mt max cable length at 200mm centre spacings
Select part no VCD1785, length 51mt 1785W/10.5=170W/m²
Thermostat floor sensing SIE505005
LIVING ROOM
Area 3.8m x 4.4m = 16.72m2
Less angled corner 1m x .75m = .75m2
Total available heated area = 16m2
Multiplying factor of 5 X 16=80mt max cable length at 200mm centre spacings
Select part no VCD2835, length 81mt 2835W/16=177W/m²
Thermostat floor sensing SIE505005
BEDROOM 1 AND WALK-IN ROBE
Bedroom area 4m x 3.7m = 14.8m2
Walk-In Robe area 1.5m x 1.2m = 1.8m2
14.8 m2+ 2.4 m2 + 1.8 m2 = 19 m2 Multiplying factor of 5 x 19=95mt max cable length
Select VCD3045
Thermostat floor sensing SIE505005
EN-SUITE
En-suite area 2 x 1.4=2.8m² x 5=14mt max cable length at 200mm centre spacings
Select part no VCD455 + Thermostat SIE505005
OR: In screed Heating Area: 2.8m² x 9 = 25.2mt max length cable ELEKTRA DM20/460
NOTE: Multiplying factors to obtain cable size.
In-Slab:
Area X 5 = Max length cable at 200mm spacings
In-Screed: Area X 9 = Max length cable at 110mm spacings
In Screed Heating Mat max area 8m2 in one mat – refer to product listing
For larger areas of inscreed heating, DM20 cable is recommended for cost effectiveness
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CABLE INSTALLATION
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS MAY APPLY TO BOTH IN SLAB AND INSCREED HEATING
(See In Slab and In Screed Installation Instructions for Specific Instructions)
The first action to be taken on site is to mark out the floor plan, eg: walls, cupboards,
vanity or any other fixtures. A simple method is to use a can of spray paint.
When marking out the walls and reaching the last room along one wall, do not assume
that the room is correct. Check it. There may have been a mistake in the formwork, a
small plan change that you should know about, or you could have measured incorrectly.
Before attaching the cable, measure the length of the room and count the number of runs
available on the reinforcing. This will show the length of cable easily installed in the room.
Compare this length with the length of the cable and if necessary adjust the cable
positioning to suit the purpose of the room. The minimum radius of a bend is five times
the diameter of the cable.
Cables should not be run directly through expansion/construction joints. One method to
avoid this is to use separate cables on either side of the joint.
Where the reinforcement is of heavy rods tied together, rather than mesh, it is generally
necessary to have a separate layer of light gauge mesh for the attachment and protection
of the cables.
After layout, support cable cold tails and then test for continuity and insulation resistance
at 500 volts. Cold tails should be inside corrugated conduit for protection.
If labels are damaged, correct cable ratings can be checked by dividing the number 57.6
by the cable resistance, to arrive at the rating in KW for 240V. (See cable specs pages for
resistances).
Where floor sensing thermostats are to be used, ensure the white floor ‘probe’ is in place
prior to the screeding or concrete pour. The probe should be placed inside corrugated
conduit for protection. This should be separate from the cold tails conduit. Floor probe
should not be left to lie in contact with heating cable.
Before the concrete pour, ensure concreters do not to dig shovels into cables while
spreading concrete. Generally, trouble is rarely encountered if concrete is chuted or
pumped in. Wheelbarrowing can easily damage the cable either through the concentrated
pressure on cables crossing reinforcement under planks, or through wheelbarrows being
tipped on cables. Timber blocks must be used to support barrowing planks clear of the
mesh and wheelbarrows must be tipped on the plank, not on the cables.
During the concrete pour monitor continuity and the insulation resistance of each cable at
500 volts continuously, as it is being covered.
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ELEKTRA VCD 35 In-Concrete Slab Installation Instructions
Draw out a plan, or at the very least, check spacings within the heated area beforehand. This will
allow you to space runs as evenly as possible.
Before starting layout, give consideration to the location of the cold tails. These should be
positioned at a suitable thermostat location.
1. All installations must be carried out by a qualified electrician to comply with Australian
Standards and local wiring regulations.
2. Layout of cable should take fixtures into account.
3. Cables should never be run directly through expansion/constructions joints. Use separate
cables either side of the joint.
4. Temporarily fix the ends, allowing for any errors to be easily corrected later in the layout.
Large radius (five times diameter minimum) bends only to be used.
5. Cable to be kept a minimum of 100 mm from walls, cupboards, toilets and fixtures.
6. Cables to be spaced at a minimum of 150 mm to avoid overheating and at a maximum, of
250 mm. Spacings of 200 mm give optimum results.
7. It is recommended that the cable be clipped to the mesh at 400-450 mm intervals.
8. Cold tails should be fixed with cable ties to mesh, at no less than 300 mm from edge of
slab. Avoid using metal clips over cold tails as these may pierce thick outer sheath.
9. Cold tails should be protected by corrugated conduit. (see example)
10. Floor heating probe should be protected by separate corrugated conduit (see example)
11. To avoid damage, cables must not be left lying unprotected. Concrete should be poured
immediately after laying cables.
12. During concrete pour, monitor each cable’s continuity and insulation resistance at 500 volts
continuously, as it is being covered.
13. All heating cable and cold tail connection must be covered by concrete of
50-35mm depth.
14. Should insulation resistance fall suddenly during the pour, immediately inspect as much of
the cable being covered for obvious signs of damage. Place a brick over the fault so that
that it can be removed after the concrete is set. The necessary fault location and repair
work should be undertaken as soon as possible.
15. Do not switch on the heating system for 6-8 weeks after pouring concrete to allow drying
and hardening to occur naturally.
16. It is recommended that each element be electrically protected with a separate circuit
breaker closely matching the rating of the cable.
P.A.P. Heating Solutions P/L 1 Sept 2010©
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Example of cold tails and thermostat floor probe in corrugated conduit

Thermostat floor probe should not come into direct contact with heating cable but should be
encased in a separate length of corrugated conduit. Avoid using metal clips over cold tails as
these may pierce the thicker outer sheath (as above).
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Example of cable installed on reinforcement mesh.
Note wall location marked with spray paint, no cables under walls/fixtures no cables over
expansion joints

Note distance of cable installation from outer wall (min 100mm)
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ELEKTRA DM20 HEATING CABLE FOR INSCREED HEATING
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ELEKTRA DM20 HEATING CABLE FOR INSCREED HEATING
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ELEKTRA DM20 HEATING CABLE FOR INSCREED HEATING
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ELEKTRA DM20 HEATING CABLE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Inscreed heating cables are generally laid on an existing concrete floor or on a timber subfloor over
which a moisture barrier such as cement sheeting has been laid.
Regardless of the installation method, take the time to either draw out a plan, or at least, check
spacings within the heated area beforehand. This will allow you to space runs as evenly as possible.
A screed of self levelling compound (eg Ardex™, Davco Ultrabond™) of 6-8 mm is
required to cover heating cable for tiling, 15mm for carpeting.
A sand and cement screed should only be used where it is to be at a depth that will
achieve a firm concrete finish.
Before starting the layout, give consideration to the location of the cold tail. This should be
positioned near to a wall, at a suitable thermostat location.
1. All installations must be carried out by a qualified electrician to comply with Australian Standards and
local wiring regulations.
2. Cable must be kept a minimum of 75 mm away from walls, cupboards, toilets and any fixtures in the
heated area (see diagram next page).
3. Cables are spaced at 100 -120mm apart to give optimum results. They should be no closer
than 75 mm and at a maximum of 130 mm apart.
4. There are two common methods for fixing to the floor.
A) “Wire-Mesh” method includes pre-laying of wire netting in the heated area and fixing of
heating cable with small PVC cable ties. This method is usually used where the floor is uneven and
requires a sand and cement screed.
B) “Gaffer-Tape” method the floor must be thoroughly clean and an even surface. This method
can be used with both sand and cement or a self-levelling compound. Apply a bonding agent to the
floor where necessary and allow to dry. Tape the cable directly to the floor in the heated area at
recommended spacings.
Note: Take care not to bridge tape over cable. It should surround the outer surfaces with no air
gaps (see diagram).The screed must cover all of the heating cable and cold tails.
5. Where thermostat floor sensing probe is used, place in corrugated conduit and lay between 2 runs of
cable. The screed must cover all heating cable, floor probe and cold tails.
6. To avoid damage, screed should be applied to cable immediately.
7. Where tiles are to be laid, screed should be at 6-8mm, where carpet is to be laid, screed should be at
minimum of 15mm depth to provide adequate protection for the cable from furniture and foot traffic.
8. Do not switch on the in-floor heating for several weeks to allow floor to dry and harden naturally.
9. Prior to screeding, ensure other trades onsite are advised of risk of damage to the uncovered cable.
It will not often be practical to attend the job throughout covering as this may be done as the floor
tiler proceeds. Check the heating cable at regular intervals.
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Example of In-Screed Heating for a Typical Bathroom Floor
EXAMPLE BATHROOM 2m X 1.8m

ACTUAL HEATED
FLOOR AREA
2
APPROX. 2.2m
eg:
DM420 21mt

BATH

SHOWER

DM420 WATT UNIT

WC

APPROX
SPACING 100 T0
120 MM
MINIMUM OF
75MM GAP
FROM WALLS
AND FIXTURES
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VANITY

POWER
LEAD
COLD TAIL MUST BE
INSTALLED IN
SCREED

FLOOR
SENSING
PROBE
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Example of Inscreed Heating Cable Installation (with cloth tape fixing)
Note that cable is encased by tape
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ELEKTRA SELFTEC HEATING CABLE
Self Regulating Heating Cable

The Elektra Self Tec cable is a self-regulating antifrost system.
Even in the most adverse cold or winter weather conditions, Elektra SelfTec protects:
Water supply lines
Valves
Pipes
Gutters
Compressed air or hydraulic cylinders
Satellite dishes
Aerial masts
Pumps and other objects likely to fail due to low temperatures
The SelfTec system operates any time it is needed. You do not have to anticipate icy
weather – the system automatically adjusts the cable temperature so that basic conditions
are maintained. This self regulation means that the cable can be laid multi-layered and
does not require special thermal insulation. It can also be repositioned if required.
The Elektra SelfTec system is supplied from a 240V AC network. Both simulated operation
and practical testing confirm operational dependability.
The Elektra SelfTec system is designed to be laid directly on the part to be protected, such
as a pipe, gutter or valve. Fixing strips are available to allow installation of SelfTec inside
downpipes and guttering.
The Elektra SelfTec system is safe to install on plastic products. Unlike other cables, the
SelfTec self-regulating cable stays flexible, even in low temperatures and is easily removed.
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ELEKTRA SELFTEC

TECHNICAL DATA
Power output (W/m) at 5 °C

16

Supply voltage (V)

230

Minimum bending radius (mm)

10

Maximum exposure temperature (°C)
Minimum installation temperature
(°C)
Maximum dimensions

Intermittent 85
-20

Continuous 65

Thickness 6.0mm

Width 8.5mm

Outer jacket colour

Black
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ELEKTRA SelfTec Installation Instructions
Roof edges, gutters and downpipes.
In alpine regions which receive heavy falls of snow, heating gutters and downpipes does not
ensure complete removal of snow and ice. Roof edges 500mm above guttering are heated with
cables held in place by cable ties or clips along insulated wires (fig 1).

SelfTec Self Regulating
Heating Cable 16w/m
Part no: SIETXTE5018
Figure 1

Cables are fastened inside guttering by use of gutter clips and wires. Two runs of cable are
generally required to melt snow or ice (fig 2)

Gutter clips with wires

Part no: SIETXTE5020

Figure 2
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Where rainwater runs from a downpipe into a drainage system, the base of the pipe below ground
should be heated to avoid freezing (fig 3).
In rainwater downpipes, SelfTec cables are fastened by means of downpipe spacing clips (fig4).
Where the length of heating cable exceeds 12m, a wire with holder should be used.

Downpipe spacing clip Part no: SIETXT5019

Downpipe spacing clips with wires
Figure 3

Figure 4

Typical gutter-downpipe installation

As part of the ELEKTRA Twin Heating Cable range, SelfTec is a
single power-end heating cable. This allows for failure free
operation. In the event of local overheating, only that section of
the cable does not work, with the remainder of the length
retaining its properties.
Figure3
P.A.P.

Heating Solutions are specialists in the design and
installation of electrical heating cables for frost and snow
SelfTec
installed
at base
of downpipe
protection.
Our
systems
provide asset protection, driving
prevents water freezing below ground
safety and customer comfort to ski resorts and alpine
villages. We can advise on the correct installation of
SelfTec or other Elektra twin heating cables suitable for
use in cold climate regions.

SelfTec installed below ground
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ELEKTRA VCD10 FOR FROST AND SNOW PROTECTION
The Elektra VCD10 Twin frost protection heating cable has application anywhere that ground
freezing is a problem. Typical applications are:
Snow melting
Frost protection of freezer room floors
Gutters, pipelines
Soil heating

ELEKTRA VCD10 Installation Instructions
Snow melting on roadways, footpaths, stairs
The heating cable should be installed in a base of compacted stone or sand. Wire netting should
be used to prevent the cable from being compressed into the base. A minimum of 50mm of
asphalt or sand and pavers should cover the cable. On stairs, the cable should be laid on the
horizontal surfaces and within 30-50mm of the finished surface.
Where manual or continuous operation is required, a design load of 250-300W/m² is
recommended. This should be increased to 300-400W/m² if in-slab sensing is used or where
stairs are uninsulated.
Please contact us for design and technical advice for all snow melting, ice and frost protection.

Frost protection in freezer rooms and cold stores for safety and asset protection.
Long periods of low temperatures in cold stores can cause frost to penetrate building foundations.
This causes floor deformations and damages foundations. Fortunately, this can be prevented with
floor heating systems. Depending on the temperature inside a cold store and the thickness and
type of thermal insulations, the heating system power can range from 15-20W/m².
The power rating of the heating cables must not exceed 10w/m and the distance between cables
must not exceed 500mm. For ground and foundation frost protection, use ELEKTRA twin
VC10 heating cable.
Heating cables should be installed under the thermal insulation of the floor. Cables may be
installed directly in the concrete, or in a sand layer above the concrete. If installing directly in the
concrete, it is important that the expansion joints cannot be crossed by heating cables.
The number of cables should be equal to the number of areas created by expansion joints.
It is recommended that two parallel systems are installed (primary and standby) as it will not be
possible to access the heating system once the cold store is operating.
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Gutters, pipelines.
Elektra VCD10 Twin frost protection cables have similar applications along guttering and pipelines
as Elektra SelfTec, except that VCD10 cables should not be allowed to cross over themselves.
Where the cables are used in industrial applications, they should not be exposed to oil, grease or
chemicals.
VCD10 cables may be used to keep liquid temperatures inside pipelines constant, or to prevent
pipelines from freezing in conditions. Temperatures inside the pipeline must not exceed 65C.
VCD10 cables are also used to keep indoor/outdoor valves and pumps operating during cold
weather. Pipelines may be metal or plastic.
Please contact P.A.P. Heating Solutions for your specific industrial or commercial requirements.

Soil Heating – horticulture, sports fields
Elektra VCD10 Twin frost protection cables are used in market gardens to achieve optimum
growing temperatures and will prevent ice forming on sports surfaces. For these specialist
applications, we would advise that you consult us for design and installation advice.

Controls:
P.A.P. Heating Solutions carry a range of outdoor thermostats and snow-free temperature and
moisture sensors applicable to cold climate and frost protection heating. For these specialist
applications, please consult us for design and installation advice.

Systems
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ELEKTRA VCD10 FOR FROST AND SNOW PROTECTION
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THERMOSTATS
P.A.P. Heating Solutions’ range of electronic thermostats are especially designed for control of
electrical in floor heating. Their elegant design makes them suitable for vertical wall mounting,
however, thermostats may be DIN rail mounted in a switchboard or cupboard.
Thermostats include either a floor sensor (probe) or built-in air sensor.
For efficient and trouble free operation of the in floor heating system, correct thermostat
selection, placement and wiring is essential.
Selection is dependent upon the primary purpose of the floor heating. For room heating, a
thermostat with built-in air sensor is selected. For background heating or to achieve a warm floor
effect or dry floor (wet areas) a thermostat with floor sensor is selected.

Why electronic thermostats?
To keep a room at 20°C during the heating season, the heater needs to have an accurate
thermostat. Two important characteristics of a thermostat are amplitude (difference between max
and min room temperatures obtained at a constant heat demand for the setting of the
thermostat), and the drift (difference between average room temperatures obtained at different
heat demands for the setting of the thermostat).
Example of efficiency margin:

Mechanical thermostat
Electronic thermostat

1.1°C higher ie.
0.1°C higher

21.1°C
20.1°C

As the energy consumption is proportional with the temperature difference, the consumption using
a non-electronic thermostat will be about 5% greater than necessary.

Floor sensor thermostats
These are generally used where the temperature of the air cannot be accurately sensed, such as
rooms with high or vaulted ceilings, or where the living area faces north for solar gain, or where
there are hard surfaces such as tiles or slate. Floor sensing thermostats are also used where
there is another heat source eg: wood fire, ducted heating.
The floor sensor is mounted in a length of conduit positioned between heating cables embedded
in the floor. The floor sensor should not be allowed to lie unprotected across the heating cable as
this will damage the sensor when the heating is switched on.

Air Sensor Thermostat
Generally used if the in floor heating is the primary source. Thermostats are either a bi-metal
bellows 2-3°C temperature differential, or electronic 0.5-1.8°C temperature differential. The room
sensor should be positioned approx 1.6m above the floor. It should be away from doors, and not
in direct sunlight or covered by curtains etc.

Remote Air or Floor Sensing Thermostats
Remote sensing thermostats utilise an electronic circuit detecting change in a thermistor
resistance with temperature. The electronic version can cope with thermistor connecting wired
lengths of 100m or more.
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Programmable Thermostats
These are recommended for demand type heating installations such as in screed heating. Such
installations might typically allow a normal setting for timed morning and evening periods with a
setback of two or three degrees at other times. This allows for greater economy and prevents the
room becoming too cool which then requires a longer warm up time.

Operation and Wiring
Room thermostats generally use either a bi-metal strips or bellows to provide mechanical
movement with temperature change, thus operating electrical contacts.
Although many
thermostats have changeover contacts, most are designed for heating with a single contact that
opens upon temperature rise, at the dialled set point.
Depending on model, the contact rating on a heating thermostat is usually anything from 10 to
16amps. Experience has shown that if run at maximum rating, the heat generated at the contacts
will keep cycling the thermostat off prematurely. It is recommended that heating thermostats not
be used to directly switch loads over 80% of the thermostat contact rating. Use the thermostat to
switch a contactor in such cases. Some thermostats are supplied with an arc suppressing
capacitor for when switching a contactor.

Placement
Thermostats must be positioned to sense the typical room temperature. This is normally 1.5m
from floor level. Avoid extraneous heat sources such as audio equipment, televisions, cooking
appliances, refrigerators or direct sunlight. Where in screed heating is installed, avoid placing
bulky objects below the thermostat (over the floor probe) as this can give a false reading. The
inside of an external wall is only satisfactory if the wall is insulated or if the thermostat is mounted
on an insulated pad.

Zoning
In floor heating should always be zoned – each area or room has its own thermostat to allow for
different temperatures as required throughout the building. A zone is often a single room, but it
may also be made up of several rooms used for a similar purpose eg: bedrooms + hall way = 1
zone; bathroom + toilet + laundry = 1 zone. In open-plan design eg: kitchen/living/dining with
no separating door, it is usual to have a single zone.
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Thermostats
HA308 Energy efficient thermostats suitable for in slab heating and under tile heating.
Specifications
Features: Clock, Mode and Temperature. Air sensor or in-floor probe operation.
Programmable or non-programmable.
Set-point range for room heat between 5 °C – 35 °C.
Equipment: 5 °C – 90 °C (-S1) Floor: 5 °C – 90 °C (-S2)
Accuracy: ± 1 °C
Sensing element: NTC
Power consumption <2w
Power supply: AC85～260V, 50/60 Hz
Switch current rating: < 16 A (resistive load)
< 6 A (inductive load)
Control performance on/off 2 °C differential
Housing: ABS + PC flame retardant

Dimensions: 86 × 86 × 13 mm (W × H × D)
Large LCD display format
Touch button controls
Slimline design
Continuous temperature display during normal operation
100 hour battery backup
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Thermostats
OJ High efficiency electronic thermostats for in slab heating.

Specifications MTC1991 (floor sensing) MTC1999 (air sensing)
Standard thermostat for control of underfloor and electrical heating
Air sensor or in-floor probe operation
Flush mounting on standard wall plate
Graduated scale
Output relay: 16 amps

Dimensions: 84 x 115 x 58mm (W x H x D)
Supply: 240V +10/-15%
Temperature range: 10 °C – 50 °C
Built-in interrupter: 2-pole
Control performance on/off 0.4 °C differential
Housing: IP20

WIRING DIAGRAMS
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PART NUMBERS/SIZES/DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION AND CABLE LENGTH
ELEKTRA VCD10 FROST PROTECTION CABLE

ELEKTRA VCD35 IN SLAB HEATING CABLE BY FLOOR
AREA M² AND CABLE LENGTH + INSTALLATION TOOLS
For accurate sizing and quoting phone (02) 6242 9310 fax (02) 6242
Ininfo@papheatingsolutions.com.au
Slab Thermostats
email:

ELEKTRA DM20 INSCREED HEATING CABLE BY FLOOR
AREA M² INCLUDING CABLE LENGTH
ELEKTRA INSCREED
HEATING
FLOOR
AREA M²
PRODUCT
LIST MAT
AND BY
SIZING
GUIDE
ELEKTRAMAT
DM20
INSCREED
TWIN HEATING CABLE
INCLUDING
WIDTH
& LENGTH
For use under Tiles, Slate, Marble, Low Pile Carpet

Minimum Screed Under Tiles: 6-8mm Minimum Screed Under Carpet: 15mm

Inscreed Thermostats

ELEKTRA VCD10 FROST PROTECTION CABLE BY LENGTH
+ SELFTEC & FIXING CLIPS
Frost Protection Thermostats
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ELEKTRA VCD35 INSLAB HEATING CABLE
Part Number Floor Area M² Description
SIEVCD210
SIEVCD385
SIEVCD455
SIEVCD525
SIEVCD630
SIEVCD700
SIEVCD805
SIEVCD910
SIEVCD1120
SIEVCD1365
SIEVCD1785
SIEVCD2170
SIEVCD2380
SIEVCD2835
SIEVCD3045
SIEVCD3395
SIEVCD3710
SIEVCD4025
SIEVCD4375
SIEVCD5390
SIEVCD6580

1.2 - 1.5
1.6 - 2.2
2.3 - 2.8
2.9 - 3.4
3.5 - 4.0
4.1 - 4.5
4.6 - 5.0
5.1 - 5.6
5.7 - 6.5
6.5 - 8.5
8.6 - 10.5
10.7 - 12.7
12.8 - 14.2
14.3 - 16.9
17.0 - 18.2
18.3 - 20.0
20.1 - 22.5
22.6 - 25.0
25.1 - 28.0
28.1 - 33.0
40.0 - 45.0

In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab
In-slab

twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin

heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating

cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable

210w 6mt
385w 11mt
455w 13mt
525w 15mt
630w 18mt
700w 20mt
805w 23mt
910w 26mt
1120w 32mt
1365w 39mt
1785w 51mt
2170w 62mt
2380w 68mt
2835w 81mt
3045w 87mt
3395w 97mt
3710w 106mt
4025w 115mt
4375w 125mt
5390w 154mt
6580w 188mt

10 Year Warranty

THERMOSTATS FOR INSLAB HEATING
Part Number

Description

SIE505005
SIE505006
SIE505007
SIE505011

HA308S1 Digital floor sensing thermostat 16amp non or programmable
HA308N Digital air sensing thermostat 16amp non or programmable
Air t/st MTC1999 16amp.neon,on/off switch
Floor t/st MTC1991 3mt probe 16amp neon, on/off s/w

12 Months Warranty
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ELEKTRA DM20 INSCREED HEATING CABLE
(for under tiles, slate, marble, porcelain and low pile carpet)

Part Number
SIEDM125
SIEDM200
SIEDM220
SIEDM320
SIEDM420
SIEDM460
SIEDM600
SIEDM660
SIEDM820
SIEDM1020
SIEDM1160
SIEDM1440
SIEDM1620
SIEDM1940
SIEDM2420
SIEDM3020
SIEDM3540
SIEDM4060
SIEDM4980

Floor Area M²
.65
.95
1.10
1.70
2.10
2.40
2.90
3.30
4.10
5.10
5.70
7.30
8.10
9.80
12.20
15.20
17.70
20.50
25.00

-

.80
1.20
1.30
2.10
2.60
3.00
3.70
4.20
5.00
6.40
7.20
9.10
10.00
12.20
15.20
19.00
22.00
25.50
31.00

Description
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed
Inscreed

twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin
twin

heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating
heating

cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable
cable

125w 6.5mt
200w 9.5mt
220w 10.7mt
320w 16.7mt
420w 21mt
460w 24mt
600w 29.2mt
660w 33.5mt
820w 40.5mt
1020w 51.5mt
1160w 57.5mt
1440w 73mt
1620w 81mt
1940w 98mt
2420w 122mt
3020w 151mt diameter 4.3mm
3540w 177mt diameter 5.5mm
4060w 204mt diameter 5.5mm
4980w 249mt diameter 6mm

SIETXXP5012

Cloth fixing tape 25mt x 48mm

SIETXXP5013

Heating cable break alarm

SIETXXP5014

Fixing Strip 25mt roll

10 Year Warranty
Minimum screed for use under tiles: 6mm
Minimum screed for use under carpet: 15mm
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ELEKTRA UNDER TILE HEATING MAT (INSCREED)
(for under tiles, slate, marble, porcelain and low pile carpet)

Part Number

Description

SIETXMD.5/2
SIETXMD.5/3
SIETXMD.5/4
SIETXMD.5/5
SIETXMD.5/6
SIETXMD.5/7
SIETXMD.5/8
SIETXMD.5/9
SIETXMD.5/10
SIETXMD.5/12
SIETXMD.5/14
SIETXMD.5/16

Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating

Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat

160w. 0.5m x 2m area1m2
240w. 0.5m x 3m area 1.5m2
320w. 0.5m x 4m area 2.0m2
400w. 0.5m x 5m area 2.5m2
480w. 0.5m x 6m area 3m2
560w. 0.5m x 7m area 3.5m2
640w. 0.5m x 8m area 4.0m2
720w. 0.5m x 9m area 4.5m2
800w. 0.5m x 10m area 5m2
960w. 0.5m x 12m area 6m2
1120w. 0.5m x 14m area 7m2
1280w. 0.5m x 16m area 8m2

Elektra Under-Tile Heating Mat Kit
Part Number

Description

SIEKITXMD
SIEKITXMD
SIEKITXMD
SIEKITXMD
SIEKITXMD
SIEKITXMD
SIEKITXMD
SIEKITXMD

Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating

.5/2
.5/3
.5/4
.5/5
.5/6
.5/7
.5/8
.5/9

Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat

Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

160w.
240w.
320w.
400w.
480w.
560w.
640w.
720w.

0.5m
0.5m
0.5m
0.5m
0.5m
0.5m
0.5m
0.5m

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2m,
3m,
4m,
5m,
6m,
7m,
8m,
9m,

inc MCC2 thermostat
inc MCC2 thermostat
inc MCC2 thermostat
inc MCC2 thermostat
inc MCC2 thermostat
inc MCC2 thermostat
inc MCC2 thermostat
inc MCC2 thermostat

10 Year Warranty

THERMOSTATS FOR INSCREED HEATING
Part Number

Description

SIE505005
SIE505006
SIE505007
SIE505011

HA308S1 Digital floor sensing thermostat 16amp non or programmable
HA308N Digital air sensing thermostat 16amp non or programmable
Air t/st MTC1999 16amp.neon,on/off switch
Floor t/st MTC1991 3mt probe 16amp neon, on/off s/w

12 Month Warranty
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ELEKTRA VCD10 FROST PROTECTION CABLE
SELFTEC AND FIXING CLIPS
(freezer rooms, cold stores, snow & ice melting)

Part Number

Description

SIEVCD1070
SIEVCD1090
SIEVCD10110
SIEVCD10130
SIEVCD10170
SIEVCD10200
SIEVCD10230
SIEVCD10260
SIEVCD10310
SIEVCD10360
SIEVCD10410
SIEVCD10460
SIEVCD10550
SIEVCD10710
SIEVCD10900
SIEVCD101100
SIEVCD101220
SIEVCD101470
SIEVCD101560
SIEVCD101730
SIEVCD101900
SIEVCD102070
SIEVCD102250
SIETXFR102530
SIETXFR103390
SIETXFR105760
SIETXTE5018
SIETXTE5019
SIETXTE5020

frost protection 70w 7mt
frost protection 90w 9mt
frost protection 110w 11mt
frost protection 130w 13mt
frost protection 170w 17mt
frost protection 200w 20mt
frost protection 230w 23mt
frost protection 260w 26mt
frost protection 310w 31mt
frost protection 360w 36mt
frost protection 410w 41mt
frost protection 460w 46mt
frost protection 550w 55mt
frost protection 710w 71mt
frost protection 900w 90mt
frost protection 1100w 110mt
frost protection 1220w 122mt
frost protection 1470w 147mt
frost protection 1560w 156mt
frost protection 1730w 173mt
frost protection 1900w 190mt
frost protection 2070w 207mt
frost protection 2250w 225mt
frost protection 2530w 253mt
frost protection 3390w 339mt
frost protection 5760w 500mt
SELFTEC Self Regulating Heating Cable 16w/mt @ 5c
Down pipe space clips 25per packet
Gutter space clips 25per packet

10 Year Warranty

THERMOSTATS FOR FROST AND SNOW PROTECTION
Part Number

Description

SIE505014
SIE505015
SIE505016
SIE505028
SIE505029

Floor t/st ETN/F 3mt probe 16amp din rail mount, on/off
Floor sensor probe 3m suit microtemp thermostat
Air sensor remote suit microtemp thermostat
Snow free t/st din mount,16amp ETS-3551
Snow free temp & moisture sensor to suit ETS-3551 t/st

12 Months Warranty
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Frequently asked questions:
Slab heating or inscreed heating?
If you are building a home or extension with a new concrete slab you’d go for slab heating because you can use the
thermal mass of the slab to deliver cheaper heat. You’d go for inscreed heating if you wanted on demand heating in
a small area such as a bathroom, or if your slab is already down, but you want to have lots of floor tiles without the
cold underfoot.

Is slab heating expensive to run?
Most people find that if they use their slab heating to take the chill off the floor and provide warmth for their lower
limbs and supplement the system with another form of heating (gas log fire for ambience in the evening, split system
for quick heat up in winter and cooling in summer), their running costs are reasonable. If you have access to off peak
or cheaper tariff times during the day or night, your slab heating will be much cheaper to run.

Is inscreed heating expensive to run?
It can be expensive to operate if it’s your sole form of heating because it’s not a storage bank like slab heating.
Inscreed heating is best used to achieve a warm floor effect in areas where you have lots of tiles, backed up by
another heat source. Having said that, the attraction of inscreed heating is its capacity to heat up quickly when and
where you want it and the ability to program settings ahead of time for guaranteed warmth. Most home owners
install inscreed heating in their bathroom/ensuite and maybe in the kitchen/dining room if it’s tiled.

What if something breaks down?
Your Elektra slab heating is warranted for 10 years. However, most people have their slab heating for decades
without ever having problems. You may need to replace a thermostat after a few years and these are relatively
inexpensive.

Where should I insulate?
The efficiency of in floor heating is largely determined by the rate at which heat is lost from the building. Steps can
be taken during the design and construction phases and after lock-up stage that will ensure minimal heat loss and
lower running costs.
During construction it is advisable to at the very least, insulate the edge of the slab. In temperate climates it is
enough to place vertical polystyrene or similar insulation around the outer perimeter of the slab. In cold regions and
low-lying areas where the sandy subsoil is likely to be wet, it makes sense to insulate horizontally underneath as well
as around the outer edges. Insulation should be laid above the vapour barrier or membrane.
In buildings where a suspended, heated slab is above an unheated void (eg: over a basement) downward heat loss
can be considerable. The underside of the suspended slab should be insulated with 25mm thick polystyrene slab
insulation, polystyrene foam spray or similar insulation material. The best results are achieved by insulating, then
lining the ceiling of the room underneath.
Concrete edge slab insulation

Elements in Concrete Slab

Optional insulation under
perimeter of slab. (600 mm min.)

Extend insulation as deep as possible
(300 mm min.)

Example of slab insulation
STYROFOAM SLAB
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Roof & wall insulation
Ceilings and roof cavities account for 25-35% of heat loss and must be well insulated. To prevent heat loss, locate
most of the insulation next to the ceiling as this is where the greatest temperature control is required.
Walls account for 15-25 % of heat loss yet it is not always practical to insulate cavities due to frame width.
Customers building in cold climates should consider alternative wall construction that allows higher insulation levels
eg: solid brick; double brick; rammed earth. are recommended. Straw bale constructions need no wall insulation.

Double glazing
Heat loss through glass window panes is a great contributor to winter energy bills. Slab heating running costs may be
reduced significantly by the installation of double glazing before or after lock-up stage. Avoid over-glazing – the
benefits of large areas of glass may be outweighed by massive heat loss during the day, but particularly at night.
Consideration should be given to the installation of window pelmets and good quality, lined drapes.

Floor coverings
For in floor heating to work effectively, the thermal mass must be able to interact with the house interior. Covering
the slab with finishes that insulate, such as carpet, will reduce the effectiveness of the in floor heating and possibly
lead to higher than necessary running costs. However, there is a wide variety of quality finishes and floor coverings
available that allow for an efficient heating system to blend with interior design aesthetics.

Tiles
Ceramic, slate, stone or marble tiles are ideal for use over heated slabs. They allow radiant heat to warm the room
above without impediment and actually enhance heating efficiency by adding to the thermal mass of the slab. The
low r-values of these floor coverings are close to that of concrete. Cork flooring has higher r-values, yet many home
owners report success with their in floor heating under a cork floor.

Polished concrete
Polished concrete is a term which covers two distinct types of finishes: trowel finishing with or without post-applied
finishes and grinding/polishing or abrasive blasting. These finishes may include coloured concrete achieved by adding
oxides to the mix or by trowelling pigment into the cement after the pour. Chemical stains can also be created by
adding acids into the cement, giving a stronger, more permanent colour effect. A ‘tiled’ appearance may be achieved
by making shallow saw cuts into the concrete surface.
Whilst polished concrete is an aesthetically pleasing and healthy flooring option, it can be difficult to live with if the
exposed floor surface remains unheated. We often hear from architects whose clients are bitterly disappointed by the
unyielding coldness of their polished feature floors. In floor heating is ideally suited to use within a polished concrete
slab. As the cables are evenly spaced throughout the floor, there are no patches of cold concrete and the surface is
pleasant to walk on at all times. An unheated slab may cause leg and back pain or general discomfort whilst
standing for any length of time. Polished concrete gives a better heating result from the thermal mass than other
floor coverings such as carpet. The floor is easily cleaned with a damp mop and dries quickly with in floor heating.
There are no special prerequisites for slab design where polished concrete is used as a finish, however, any grinding
or cutting should take into consideration the depth of the heating cable within the slab. In a normal slab of 100mm
depth, all of the heating cable and cold tails must be covered by concrete of 35-50mm depth. Damage to the cable
is even more likely to be avoided when a topping is laid over the new slab. This may be a monolithic topping or
bonded topping ranging from a few millimetres thickness up to 50mm without additional reinforcement. Where a 7075mm topping is laid over the existing slab, the heating elements are fixed to the reinforcement mesh between the
two layers.
In floor heating will not adversely affect the polished concrete finish and will only enhance its use. However, in floor
heating should not be used to prematurely dry the new concrete slab or topping. In floor heating should be turned on
no earlier than four weeks after the slab has been poured to ensure concrete is cured.
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Can I have carpet over my heated floor?
Yes, low pile carpet works quite well with slab or inscreed heating, but there is still no substitute for a hard covering
such as tiles, polished concrete or marble because it holds the heat so well. If you are considering carpet over
inscreed heating, the screed will need to be at least 15mm deep to ensure protection for the cable from weight placed
on the carpet, including foot traffic.
Carpet and carpet underlays are, by design, thermal insulators. It is for this reason that floor heating experts
recommend that where they are to be laid over a heated floor, their combined R-values should be low. This will
ensure efficient heat transference to the room above.
Corrugated profile rubber underlay (cellular) and waffle rubber underlays are relatively thin and have an R-value as
low as 0.62. Similarly, slab foam rubber underlay has an R-value of 0.31. The R-value of carpet is determined by its
thickness and material. For example, synthetic carpet of 4mm thickness has an R-value of 0.6; synthetic carpet of
25mm thickness has an R-value of 2.2. It should also be noted that wool carpeting has 1.5 times the R-value of
synthetic carpet.

Can I have timber flooring over my heated floor?
Yes, provided you check with the product manufacturer, eg: Boral Timber, Big River Timbers and Eco Bamboo
Flooring who have tested floor heating with great success with their own products. They warranty their product for
compatibility with in floor heating. Today, most major flooring companies have a range of timber flooring which has
been rigorously tested with a heated subfloor.
Check the manufacturer’s installation instructions for use over a heated subfloor. When the heating is turned on, it
should never exceed 27C. The normal temperature setting for inslab heating is between 14-20C depending on room
usage. 18C is usually sufficient to heat a living area, 14C for bedrooms.
The heat control system is designed to monitor the heat level output under the floor rather than the ambient
temperature.
P.A.P. Heating Solutions does not recommend the use of inscreed heating under timber flooring. Cables sit close to
the flooring and temperatures fluctuate as the heating is on demand.

Can I use heating cables for other projects?
Yes, we supply cables and installation advice to people seeking heating for all types of special purposes. These
include such things as:
Amphibian enclosure heating
Dog kennels and whelping boxes
Caravans, mobile homes
Workshop areas
Strip heating for shop counter areas
Seed raising tables
We would be pleased to provide design advice and pricing for special purpose heating applications.
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